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The Sleeping Forest Series Parts 1-7 at a package price. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $99.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Length: 304+ minutes
Level: Sneaky to Hard
Category: Brainwashing-Mind Control-Seduction-Erotic Hypnosis
Sample: LINK

The Sleeping Forest Series - Parts 1-7

A voyage of arousal and service to your Domina.

The Sleeping Forest is My favorite and most unique series---
For those on this "Path" please listen to chapters 1-7 in succession----
The first two chapters are confusing BLISS--just read the reviews lol
The middle three chapters direct your attention to your growing "passion".
The final two chapters bring you to My door (totally satisfied and COMPLETLY satisfied).

Listen to each file and move to the next session...fall deep for ME.  Just enjoy the BLISS....your
EXPLOSION will BUILD with each level....building to a VOLCANIC EXPLOSION.
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Kisses and LOVES

Reviews

Monday, 23 August 2021 

Domina provides such a sweet and beautiful narrative to this amazing calm set of files. To spoil would be make Her displeased and no
loyal slave would do such a thing. I will only follow Her guidance and tell you to experience this thrilling journey yourself. It’s nothing that
you can expect.

patrickm 

Monday, 16 March 2020 

If you can devote the time this series is a journey. An unexpected journey much like The Hobbit. Princess Shelle is a masterful story
teller as she takes you deep into her world. Before you know you are emmersed and under her control. It is vivid and breath taking, each
and every session. As you feel yourself giving up to her will you realize this is where you should be.
Now if you will excuse me I need to put my headphones on and push play...

jim whitted 

Monday, 15 October 2018 

I bought this series after enjoying the first chapter for free on YouTube. The c and I found for a good many months that I would always
turn to other files whenever I had time to trance, seeking the relentless and intense brainwashing in which Princess Shelle so obviously
excels. But more recently I remembered that The Sleeping Forest is Her personal favorite so I decided to give it another try and I’m
delighted I did. It reminds me why I was drawn to Shelle in the first place. It is so gentle, and seductive, subtly dangerous but oh so
pleasurable just listening to the sound of Her voice that it all just slips under your radar.

The power of narrative is well known to advertisers and propagandists. The Sleeping Forest makes use of this, coaxing your skeptical
mind to stay silent allowing you to dream all of its symbols and metaphors, with their hidden meanings gradually revealing themselves as
a wonderful part of your new identity.

Phil Southgate 

Tuesday, 04 July 2017 

There are files that are foremost intense.
There are files that are foremost relaxing.
There are files that are foremost entertaining.
There are files that are foremost educational.

The Sleeping Forest Series contains all these elements. It plays with them, it combins them. And yet the most important element of this
wonderfull work of art is undeniably strong feeling of intimacy. I've listened to many Domina's sessions, but none of them was able to
make me feel so close to my Mistress.

If you're willing to know Mistress better, if you're ready to go on an amazing, long adventure with Her - this series is simply a MUST
HAVE! 

Fedor Kostrov 

Saturday, 13 February 2016 

i just spent the last 2 days listening to the first 6 parts of the Sleeping Forest and all i can say is WOW! Deeper and deeper with each
installment. Doing these pretty much straight in a row, i love how this was like one loooooooong trance. Looking forward to the final step
and giving myself completely to Domina Shelle!

Dustin DelMar 

Monday, 01 February 2016 

This series is definitely Domina's masterpiece - and BY FAR one of my favorites ever! The beginning feels mysterious, intriguing and
confusing - an increasingly sensual fairy tale meandering between experiences, as you fall deeper and deeper (into trance? in love?)
with the Lady in Red. These files have a tendency to put me so incredibly deep into trance that the next thing i know i'm being counted
back awake with literally no idea what happened, fragments surfacing later in fragments and dream. Great for beginners and
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experienced subjects alike - this is a wonderful introduction to Domina Shelle's amazing hypnotic style, and it's also an incredibly
sensual and intriguing experience for more advanced subjects. There's absolutely no coercion here - but it WILL leave you changed.

Slave John 

Sunday, 24 August 2014 

A truly electcic experence. Every episode drawing me deeper into Domina's fantasy and taking me over. Cant wait for the final
instalment

paul greening 

Friday, 11 July 2014 

After spending some time inside the Forest and getting familiar with how unique and wonderful everything about it feels it soon becomes
impossible to not want to return. Looking back this is easily the most memorable set of files She's created and I'm looking forward to
continuing the story to its inevitably explosive and exciting end. The Forest is all about the desire and deep-seated need for the
mysterious and powerful Mistress within. Sink for Her passion.

M Cooper 

Monday, 28 April 2014 

This story will leave you so aroused and so aching for Our Domina. All we have to do is sinking into Her passion and let Her guide us to
our Final Destination. A wonderful Place where Our Domina will protect us and where we'll absorb Her thoughts, until our minds will be
permanently brainwashed and ready to follow Her every command. If someone is reading this, i just wanna tell him: JUST GIVE IN!
Don't be afraid; you know, inside your mind, that you need to be dominated, you need a powerful woman who knows how to control your
mind and make it better. So give in, She will enslave you with Her sweet voice and you'll not regret it, She will not hurt you, She will just
take on surface your most secret desires and make them reals. She will be your Domina, but she will take care of you, just like a sweet
but strict mother with her baby. She will re-educate your brain and you'll become a better person and a perfect slave for your Domina.
Sink into her Passion.

Umby Falco 

Sunday, 27 April 2014 

i love how the story progresses. i could almost feel myself growing weaker and giving up more and more as the stories progressed. By
the 3rd one i am sure i belonged to the Lady in red. i have also listened to the 5th story and can't wait for the 6th and 7th. i know that will
be an epic explosion resulting in me finding myself on my knees at my Mistresses door.

Kevin Towler 
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